In this paper, a transmit beamspace design method for two dimensional Hybrid MIMO phased-array radar in application of direction of arrival (DOA) estimation is proposed. A new method to construct the virtual array rotational invariance property that enables the use of search-free DOA estimation techniques at receiver is introduced. Semidefinite relaxation is used to transform the proposed formulation into a convex one that can be solved efficiently. The unitary ESPRIT is also introduced. Numerical simulation validate the proposed approach.
Introduction
The concept of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) radar has been researched in many aspects [1] . It offers significant performance improvements such as higher sensitivity to detect targets, higher angular resolution, increasing number of detectable targets [2] and combating the signal scintillation [3] . However, MIMO radar sacrifices transmit coherent processing gain as compared to phased-array radar [4] . This can lead to signal-to-noise radio (SNR) loss in the receive array which then influence DOA estimation accuracy when practical application. Focusing on the MIMO radar with collocated arrays which can increase aperture by forming virtual arrays, Hybrid MIMO phased-array radar is proposed to add transmit coherent processing gain in the traditional MIMO radar [5] . The essence of this technique is dividing the transmit array into several subarrays, then one waveform can be transmitted coherently from each element of the same subarray, different orthogonal waveforms are transmitted from different subarrays. Combining the advantages of MIMO radar and phased radar, Hybrid MIMO Phased-array radar can improve the performance of DOA estimation. Recently, some algorithms have been developed for DOA estimation in the context of Hybrid MIMO Phased-array radar with linear M collocated transmit antennas and N receive antennas in one dimensional. The MUSIC algorithm proposed in [6] require an exhaustive search over unknown parameters and it will result in high computational complexity. The search-free ESPRIT-based algorithm of [7] needs rotational invariance property in the virtual array as a precondition, and it needs additional parameter matching algorithm when there are more than one targets in the space. Based on the research above ， some scholars begin to research on the DOA estimation of two dimensional Hybrid MIMO phased-array radar, which has M×N collocated transmit antennas and M× N receive antennas. [8] utilizes MUSIC algorithm in multiple targets estimation, especially, the high computational complexity from the exhaustive search will be more lager in two dimensional array with more antennas. Hence, how to apply the DOA estimation on two dimensional Hybrid MIMO phased-array radar in a more efficient way is a problem which is waiting to be solved. In this paper, we aim at improving DOA estimation quality of two dimensional Hybrid MIMO phased-array radar both in transmit beampattern design and DOA algorithm improvement. Firstly, we design the transmit weight matrix to force the energy on the desired targets spatial range under the constraint of uniform power distribution. We will also form the rotational invariance of the virtual array. Meanwhile, we wish to control the side lobe and form nulls in the interference direction of the transmit beampattern. Then, we will introduce how to use Unitary ESPRIT (which behaves more excellent than the traditional ESPRIT in many aspects, such as: lower computational complexity, higher estimation accuracy [9] ) on the joint azimuth and elevation estimation. finally, corresponding simulation results and analysis are given. The paper is organized as follow. Two dimensional Hybrid MIMO phased-array radar signal model is briefly introduced In section II, transmit weight matrix design method is given in section III. In section IV, Unitary ESPRIT algorithm is introduced. In section V, simulation examples for the proposed method are drawn. 
System model
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Assume a target at direction of ( , ) tt  , the signal reflected by the target is
where t  is the reflection coefficient associated with the target.
( , )
   is the time required for the signal to cover from the distance between the first element of the th k subarray.
In addition to the desired targets, we also assume ther eare L interfering targets at ( , ) ii  .The received data vector at receive array can be modeled as is the noise that is supposed to have zero mean. By applying matched filtering to the received data vector for each of the orthogonal waveforms 
Transmit beamspace design
In order to use Unitary ESPRIT in DOA estimation, we construct rotational invariance property firstly. 
, where
In addition to design the rotational invariance property in the virtual array, we can also optimize transmit beampattern by transmit weight matrix design. The main idea is to design the transmit weight matrix which aims at minimizing the difference between a desired transmit beampattern and the actual one to form energy focusing in the target spatial sector under the constraint of uniform power distribution, controling sidelobe level, forming nulls in the interference orientation. Hence defining a new matrix . . 
Unitary ESPRIT
Reconstruct the two matrix 

, and then achieve a signal vector s E which consists of the large eigenvalues. Defining the selection matrix ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 1 ( 
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Simulation results
In our simulations, we assume a 5×5 URA with . Fig.1 shows the overlapped transmit array. The optimization transmit beampattern obtained by solving (11) is shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 . It can be seen from the figure that the transmit power is focused within the desired 2D target spatial range with are their estimations. As can be seen in Fig.4 , the Unitary ESPRIT enjoys significant performance benefits compared to the traditional ESPRIT in RMSE.
Conclusion
The transmit beamspace design for search-free DOA estimation of two dimensional Hybrid MIMO phased-array radar is considered. In addition to the rotational invariance property design, we also consider the transmit beampattern under traditional requests, such as unit power distribution, sidelobe controling, nulls forming. Our simulation results show the improved DOA performance for the proposed method as comparing to the traditional ESPRIT.
